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The critically acclaimed Superman: Red Son now collected in abrand-new edition! In this vivid tale of Cold
War paranoia, the ship carryingthe infant who would grow up to become Superman lands in the midst of
1950sSoviet Union, where he is raised on a collective. As he becomes a symbol to theSoviet people, the
world changes drastically from what we know - bringingSuperman into conflict with Batman, Lex Luthor,

and others.This volume collects Superman: Red Son #1-3.

DCs classic 3issue epic is back in this new trade paperback. The critically acclaimed Superman Red Son now
collected in a brand new edition In this vivid tale of Cold War paranoia the ship carrying the infant who
would grow up to become Superman lands in the midst of the 1950s Soviet Union where he is raised on a

collective. In Red Son Supermans reimagined as a bad guy from the USs point of view.

Superman Red Son

Superman Red Son New Edition eBook MILLAR MARK Johnson Dave Johnson Dave Plunkett Kilian
Amazon.in Kindle Store. All the while the brilliant Lex Luthor continually attempts to defeat Superman in
new and interesting ways. Art by DAVE JOHNSON. In both mediums the clone Superman is the first attempt
made at putting an end to the Red Son. Imagine a reality where the worlds most powerful superbeing does not
grow up in Smallville Kansas or even America for that matter RED SON is a vivid tale of Cold War paranoia
that reveals how the ship carrying the infant who would later be known as Superman lands in the midst of the
1950s. As part of its motion comics series DCWarner released a 12part adaptation of the story on iTunes with

a new episode being released every week beginning in late July 2009. SUPERMAN RED SON TP DC
COMICS NEW EDITION. SUPERMAN RED SON NEW EDITION. Add to Cart. Product Information.
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Superman Red Son is a vivid tale of Cold War paranoia that reveals how the ship carrying the infant who
would later be known as Superman lands in the midst of the 1950s Soviet Union.
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